Introduction
Fault segmentation has played a central role in traditional seismic hazard analysis, with ruptures assumed to break all of a segment, and sometimes cascade across segments to break one or a few segments. These assumptions impact hazard in a number of ways. Since the largest ruptures dominate the moment sum, the resulting distribution of them sets not ouly the rate of large events, but the rate of more numerous moderate events as well, both of which can impact the local hazard. Further, the boundaries of segments play an additional role in creating hazard hotspots, where events from multiple nearby segments increase the rate of occurrence of strong shaking. Yet the relationship between earthquakes and segmentation appears much more complex than these standard treatments have accounted for. The 1992 M7.1 Landers earthquake jumped two segment stepovers before dying in the middle of another segment. The 2002 M7.9 Denali earthquake began on a thrust fault, transferred to a strike-slip fault, then branched onto a different fault as the rupture died on the main fault. Clearly, a better understanding of how fault segment geometry impacts large earthquake ruptures is needed.
[3] Harris et 01. [1991] and Harris and Day [1999] initiated theoretical stodies of the ability of ruptures to jump segment stepovers, finding it difficult for ruptures to jump distances larger than 5 km for the conditions they considered. A number of groups have further explored the Kuge, 1998; Anderson et 01., 2003; Oglesby, 2005; Aochi et 01., 2005] .
[4] For seismic hazard analysis, however, we need not just a statement of what is possible, but how likely it is: we need probabilistic statements about segments breaking together. In the absence of a better way to do it, this has meant in practice that an expert panel has voted on what their opinion is about the likelihood of various segments rupturing separately or together [Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities, 2002] . A more objective basis for this would clearly be useful.
[,] In this paper, we exantine the question of the probability of jumping segment stepovers, using a model which both generates a complex segmented fault geometry and generates long sequences of elastodynamic ruptures on that complex fault geometry. The model is simplified in a number of ways, being two dimensional, and considering only the geometrical irregularities of segment stepovers, aroong other simplifications. Our results, however, appear very simple as well, and thus we believe useful to the real problem at hand. In particular, we find an exponential decrease in the probability of jumping a segment stepover as the stepover distance increases. This scale length for the jumping probability falloff depends weakly on a number of different physical parameters in the model, but the functional form appears quite robust. Thus, we can reduce the parameterization of the real system to the value of this scale length.
Model
[6] The model makes a number of simplifications, but by making these simplifications allows for the study of long sequences of elastodynamic events on a geometrically complex fault system. The model is two dimensional, collapsing the depth dimension so all the degrees of freedom occur in map view. The model is scalar, so normal stress changes are effectively neglected in the problem. Faults are restricted to break in ouly one direction, limiting the geometrical irregularities to segment ends and stepovers. Nevertheless, remarkably rich fault system geometries and sequences of events develop in this model.
[7] The fault geometry is not specified. Rather, a physics is specified, out of which a fault system grows. In particular, we consider a geological slip weakening, so the more a fault slips the weaker it gets. This weakening localizes slip onto faults. Beginning from an initial condition of an unbroken plate with small uncorrelated random strength heterogeneities, a fault system develops as the system is loaded, with slip localizing onto faults with a wide range of segment lengths [Spyropoulos et 01., 2002] . Because the fault system which develops has organized itself, stress singularities do The probIbiIity of jumping the aegmenll it Ibm the croacorrelation cow:rtcn divic1ed. by the eegmom 00\UrtIn:
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One clear thing to notice in Figure 1 is that the closet segments-the thicker lines-tend to have redder colors. We will explore this effect more quantitatively in the plots which follow, where we neglect spatial locations and just look at jumping probabilities between segments as a function of segment distance.
['2] Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of jump probabilities as a function of jump distance. Only segment pairs for which at least one jump has been made are plotted, so no zero probability points are shown. Not too surprisingly, we see a clear trend of much higher probabilities at short distances falling off to lower probabilities at greater distances. At the same time, we see a few relatively high probabilities at somewhat large distances. These points arise, however, from intervening linking faults which allow the ruptures to jump a relatively small distance, propagating along the linking fault, before jumping a second small distance. These cases show up in Figure 1 as long distance links at low angles relative to the fault. A simple cut to the data, requiring the fault perpendicular y distance to be at least as large as the fault parallel x jump distance gets rid of these anomalies. This is shown in Figure 3 , along with the zero probability points which were excluded in Figure 2 , which then allows for the plotting of a mean probability, shown with the solid line. This mean probability forms the basis of the rest of our plots which follow, all of which use the data cut for fault perpendicular jump at least as large as fault parallel jump. One interesting aspect of these distributions of probabilities at a given distance are the existence of zeros of jumping cases even at short distances. We focus in this paper on the mean behaviors, but the question of whether there are particular geometries that remain true barriers to jumping even over extremely long sequences of events is an interesting question for further study.
[13] Plotting the log of the jump probability versus the linear distance of separation, Figure 4 shows a key result: the jump probability is seen tu fall off exponentially at short distances, followed by a slower exponential falloff at larger distances. Specifically, we find
(2) is a good fit to the probability p distribution dependence on distance r, with € « 1 and ro < r,. This provides a one parameter fit ro at short distances, a fitting which is likely to be sufficient for hazard purposes. A further fit of a constant level € at intennediate distances '0 < r < '" and" at large distances r, < r can be made as well. Note that the probability distribution has the important continuity property that at zero distance the jump probability is unity.
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~0~--~1~--~2~--~3~--~4· segment distance (2) fit with parameters 70 = .2, f = .04 and 71 large enough to be irrelevant. [14] We next explore how these fitting parameters depend on different source physics. We need large domains to explore very large 7, which is quite expensive numerically, so we will focus our attention on small and intermediate values of T where TO and f can be easily studied. Figure 5 shows a plot where we change the amount of dissipation in the problem. In Figure 5a , we change the dissipation on the fault, changing the degree of geological slip weakening in the problem. In Figure 5b , we change the dissipation in the bulk, changing the degree to which waves are damped in the bulk In both plots thicker lines are higher dissipation. In both plots similar effects can be seen: higher dissipation leads tu a somewhat faster falloffwith distance-smaller 70and a lower intermediate amplitude f.
[15] Figure 6 shows a plot where we examine different geological eras in the fault evolution histury, with earlier geological eras having more active smaller faults and later eras a more localized system with longer segments and fewer active small faults. The results are little changed, showing that the detailed fault geometry matters much less than the dissipation mechanisms. [16] We have found a functional form for jump probabilities which appears robustly across a wide range of parameters in our mndels. This form has a number of desirable features for parameterizing this important feature of dynamic ruptures: continuity at zero jump distance, zero probability at large distance, continuous decrease in between, and simplicity. At its most basic level, it proposes a single fitting parameter, a lengthscale for an exponential falloff in probability of jumping a given distance. A second parameter can be fit at intermediated distances, a constant probability, and a third parameter can be fit at large distances, a slower exponential falloff. In practice, we anticipate the one parameter fit of the exponential falloff lengthscale 70 being sufficient for hazard estimates. While our numerical calculations do not fix this value (although they do typically find values which appear quite reasonable-e.g. Figure 4 has TO ~ W/5 ~ 3 km, using W = 15 km for sttike-slip faults), they do provide a framework for looking at the limited new observational data just now becoming available [Wesnousky, 2006] . Combining this theoretical work with the limited but crucial observational data [Wesnousky, 2006] , we propose a first order model for use in hazard maps of a probability for jumping (3) with the value of 70 to be fit by the limited data. It might be anticipated that 70 could differ for different faulting mechanisms, thrust versus normal or sttike-slip, or different types of stepovers, extensional versus compressional. More sophisticated models dealing with the full tensor dynamics including normal stress effects should give some further insight intu these questions, work we are currently pursuing. Furthermore, other types of geometrical irregularities need tu also be considered, such as bends in faults. These generaIized geometrical irregularities are for now beyond the capability of our current models, but are not beyond the capacity of generaIizations of our approach. 
Conclusion

